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Public warning in the Maldives
• An island nation composed of groups of 26 atolls of
about 1,192 islets of which 250 islands are inhabited
– A public warning system must be able to reach a highly
dispersed population in all of the inhabited islands
– All inhabited islands covered by mobile; more than 100
active SIMs per 100 people

• At peak, tourists amount to 1/5th of the population
– Tourism is primary industry
– Value in giving tourists peace of mind while on vacation

• Suffered the greatest property losses per capita in
the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami

Public warning in the Maldives
• Radio/TV can be sent warning through dedicated
TETRAnet or otherwise, but for warning to be
received, sets have to be turned on and the link to
transmitters not fail
• Satellite radio was an option (scored high in HazInfo
field trials), but WorldSpace is no longer in business
• Tourists unlikely to be tuned to local TV/radio
channels,
h
l or even h
have the
h sets turned
d on
– All tourists resorts have mobile coverage and at least some
tourists are likely to keep their handsets on

The answer is mobile

But what form? Cell broadcasting or SMS?

Cell broadcasting (CB) is . . .
• The technological ability to send a single text or binary
message to multiple mobile phones within a cell
• Originally designed to let network operators offer location‐
based services
• It is a standard feature on GSM networks as well as on IS95
CDMA networks
• Essentially,
E
ti ll it iis a ti
timely
l and
d efficient
ffi i t means off pushing
hi outt a
message to an entire cell area without the lag times
associated with SMS, which are queued
• It is a one‐to‐many mode of communication, unlike SMS,
which is in essence a one‐to‐one mode
– Therefore, immune to congestion

Short Message Service (SMS)

Cell Broadcast (CB)

Messages sent point‐to‐point (messages directed to
handsets)

Messages sent point‐to‐area (messages directed to radio
cells)

Requires input of recipient phone numbers

Does not require input or knowledge of numbers

Only pre‐registered numbers notified

All numbers within a cell notified

Effective within normal mobile coverage area

Because the return signal from the handset is not
required,
i d effective
ff ti over a much
h larger
l
area
especially over water.

Messages cannot be differentiated by location of
recipients

Messages can be differentiated by cells or sets of cells

Subject to congestion and thereby, delay

Being broadcasts, not subject to congestion
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CB when there is no imminent disaster . . .
• Cell information
– Switched on in many countries, but not in Maldives when
study was conducted

• Advertising
Ad ti i
– Advertisers can have own channel (60,000+ logical
channels available))
– Subscription options must be available

• Mobile banking
• Event management
• Service and airport information

CB in other countries
•
•
•
•
•

May 2005, South Korea became first country to use CB for public warning
October 2005, the Netherlands became first country in Europe to require
all operators to transmit government text warnings via cell broadcasts
Since November 2007, NTT DoCoMo in Japan is offering Alert Mail, a CB
service
i th
thatt provides
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USA is developing a Commercial Mobile Alert Service (CMAS) in ATIS (GSM
and UMTS standardization) and TIA (CDMA standardization)
January 30
30, 2009
2009, Dialog Telekom together with the Disaster Management
Centre (DMC) of Sri Lanka launched the island’s first ever mass alert
warning system; the ‘Disaster and Emergency Warning Network’ (DEWN)
– Emergency
g y cell broadcasts will initiallyy be done over the default Channel 50,,
but eventually dedicated emergency cell broadcast channels will be in place so
that trilingual messages (Sinhala, Tamil and English) can be sent

Recommendations to the government of the
M ldi
Maldives
• Adopt
p CB for p
public warningg in the Maldives
– Networks must switch it on

• Participate in ITU‐T Study Group 2 discussions to
advance standardization of CB channels
– Until then, conduct discreet campaign to get tourists to
switch on the channel used in Maldives

• Allow use of cell broadcasting for advertising, event
information, tourist information, etc.
• Explore the compatibilities of m‐banking with the cell
broadcast technology

Technology is only a part of the answer
• Need to work on p
protocols for communicatingg
authoritative warnings and alerts from government
authorities to telecom operators
– Standard
S d d fformats
– Periodic drills

• Essential to get hotels and coastal communities to
think through disaster response plans
– Training and certification
– Periodic refreshing of knowledge through drills or table‐
top exercises
– Funding must be worked out
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